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We present results of the Langmuir probe diagnostics of the hollow-cathode plasma jet system. The spatial
distribution of the plasma parameters in the DC plasma jet discharge was studied as well as their temporal
dependence in case when the system was operated in a pulsed DC regime. The pulsed DC discharge was ignited
with a continuous RF discharge of a small power on the background to allow repetitive ignition of the DC
hollow-cathode discharge.
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1. Introduction
Plasma jet systems generated by low-pressure
hollow cathode discharges were developed some two
decades ago [1]. Hollow cathode discharges are excited
by RF, or DC continuous, or pulsed voltage [2,3,4]. The
hollow cathode acts also as a nozzle for the working gas
flow. Systems with a hollow cathode require as a rule a
relatively low gas pressure of the order of several Pa up
to several hundred Pa. The advantage of plasma jet
systems is that they are able to deposit thin films inside
cavities and holes and on substrates with complex
substrate shapes at a comparatively high deposition rate.
Low-pressure plasma-chemical systems with plasma
jets have been widely used for thin films deposition of
different materials, e.g. TiN [5], AlN [6], CrN [7], Cu3N
[8], TiOx [9], Al2O3 [6], CNx [10], diamond-like-carbon
(DLC) layers [11] and LiCoOx [12]. In these applications,
usually a metallic or single component hollow cathode
was reactively sputtered in a suitable working gas. The
papers [13,14] present deposition of the BaxSr1-xTiO3
films by means of single plasma jet system and paper
[15] the application of a double hollow cathode system in
which separate two hollow cathodes were made of
BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 ceramics. During the deposition both
hollow cathodes were reactively sputtered in a mixture of
Ar and O2. The experimental set up allowed one to
change the stoichiometric composition of the film during
the experiment and hence to deposit layers with a
compositional gradient of Ba and Sr materials along the
thickness of the film.
In the last couple of decades the two collaborating
groups of authors of this contribution have been

investigating the low-pressure hollow-cathode plasma jet
with the intention of applying it for deposition of thin
films of interesting materials and with the intention to
gain a better understanding of the processes occurring in
these systems. When appropriate, pulsed method of
operation was applied. As it is well known, pulsed
operation brings advantages that can be summarized as
follows (see e.g. [16]):
•
Control of the heat load onto the substrate.
•
Control of the ion/neutral flux to the substrate.
•
Limitation of the substrate ion bombardment;
reduction of the compressive stress in the film.
•
Control of the dissociation of the precursor;
reduction of the precursor fragmentation.
It is clear that the reproducibility of the deposited
thin films requires ensuring constancy of the plasma
properties in every repetition of the thin film deposition
process. During the deposition process it is advisable to
use such plasma diagnostic methods that are able to
determine the plasma parameters using as simple a
diagnostic procedure as possible. In this article we shall
concentrate on the determination of plasma parameters in
the low-pressure hollow-cathode plasma jet system using
as a diagnostic tool the Langmuir probe technique.
2. The Langmuir probe diagnostic technique
Measurements with electric probes belong to the
oldest as well as to the most often used procedures for
diagnosing low-temperature plasma. The method was
developed by Langmuir and his co-workers in 1920s [17].
Since then it has been subject to many extensions and
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order of �D, we obtain for the time resolution �r the
expression � ~ �0 mi ; here mi, ni denote the mass and

further developments in order to extend its applicability
to more general conditions in comparison to the ones
investigated by Langmuir. Such investigations proceeded
continuously and the research on extension of
applicability of Langmuir probe diagnostics continues
also in the present time. There are several books devoted
to probe diagnostic, e.g. [18,19] as well as interesting
review papers, e.g. [ 20 , 21 ]. A recent review of the
features of the Langmuir probe method can be found in
[22]. Therefore a brief description will be given here.
The spatial resolution of the probe method is given
by the probe dimensions or it is of the order of magnitude
of the Debye length � � � 0 k B Te , whatever is greater. In
D

r

q02 ni

density of a positive ion. For our experimental conditions,
Ar ions and plasma density 1017m-3 we obtain the time
resolution �r�0.3�s.
There are not many procedures that permit the direct
experimental determination of the electron energy
distribution function (EEDF) in a plasma; one of them is
based on probe measurements (in collision-less regime).
The Druyvesteyn relation [23] states that
d 2 I pe
du

2
0

q ne

case of our spatially resolved measurements in a CW DC
discharge the probe radius rp=22.5 �m. The Debye length
�D�5-52�m (Te�0.5eV, ne�1016-1018m-3). Hence the
spatial resolution of the probe is approximately given in
our conditions by the probe diameter �50�m. In the
pulsed case (rp=190�m, Te�1.5eV, ne�8�1016m-3,
�D�32�m) the spatial resolution is also given by the
probe diameter; this time equal to �380�m.
The temporal resolution of the probe itself is
approximately given by the time of travel of ion across
the sheath. Since the ions at the sheath boundary are
accelerated in the pre-sheath approximately up to the
electron temperature and the sheath thickness is of the
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where the electron energy distribution function f �u p �
fulfils the normalizing condition
�

�

1

f �u p �u p2 du p � 1

.

0

The symbols Ipe, up, q0, me, ne, Ap represent the electron
part of the probe current, retarding probe voltage with
respect to space potential, elementary charge, electron
mass, electron density and probe collecting area
respectively. Applicability of this method is limited to
conditions where the length of electron energy relaxation

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the low-pressure plasma jet system. Only the plasma nozzle located at the axis of the
grounded cylindrical vacuum vessel with the diameter of 300 mm is shown. In the top left corner a photo of a
typical discharge is introduced. The details on the system and experimental conditions are given in the text.
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190 �m and its length 2.5 mm. This comparatively bulky
probe is better suited for measurements in an RF plasma
when there are not strict requirements for space
resolution of the method. The reason is that the disturbing
RF voltage is proportional to the sheath impedance that
decreases with increasing probe size [25]. For measurements in a CW DC discharge a thinner probe
(rp=22.5 �m, lp=3 mm) was used and the probe
compensation was not applied. For the probe
measurements the grounded vacuum vessel served as a
reference electrode. During measurements in CW DC
discharge the probe was radially movable, however for
time-resolved measurements in pulsed mode of operation
the probe was placed at the jet axis. The distance of the
probe downstream of the nozzle exit (in figures denoted
as h) was adjustable by shifting the whole nozzle system
up and down using a bellow-sealed linear motion
feedthrough constructed especially for this purpose. The
applied time-resolved technique allowed measurements
of the probe characteristic with a time resolution of about
10 �s. The pressure of the working gas inside the reactor
vessel was low enough so that the influence of collisions
of charged particles in the space charge sheath on the
probe characteristic could be neglected. The applied
method of plasma parameter determination from the
probe data was thus the standard one. In cases when the
measured EEDF was not close to Maxwellian the electron
density ne and the mean electron energy Emean were
determined from the integrals of the measured EEDF.
It is to be noted, however, that the pressure inside
the (cylindrical) nozzle does not correspond to the
pressure in the reactor chamber. From thermodynamic
considerations one can show that the pressure pN at the
nozzle outlet is proportional to the mass flow rate of the
working gas Q and to the square root of the nozzle
temperature TN: pN�QTN1/2. While in the cylindrical
nozzle the gas speed cannot exceed the sonic value, after
expansion into the reactor vessel the gas flow can exceed

in both electron-electron and electron-neutral collisions is
much bigger than dimensions of the probe and of the
near-probe perturbation region.
3. Langmuir probe measurements in the low-pressure
plasma jet system - results and discussion
The experimental set up of our plasma jet system is
shown in Fig. 1. Since the significant part of the
generator power is dissipated on the hollow cathode, the
nozzle has to be water-cooled. It was mounted coaxially
inside of the earthed cylindrical stainless-steel UHV
chamber with the diameter of 300 mm. The system
allowed generation of the hollow cathode discharge by
four different means: by DC or RF power in CW or
pulsed operation; we report here the CW DC mode and
the pulsed DC mode of operation. However, when using
pulsed DC power the low CW RF power of about 30 W
had to be used in parallel with a DC pulsed source, see
Fig. 1. This configuration allowed the DC hollow cathode
discharge to start easily in each period. The nozzle in our
experiments was made of titanium. Approximately
50 mm downstream of the nozzle a grounded shutter was
located that could be moved out of the system axis by
means of a rotary feed-through. The reported plasma
parameters, however, did not depend significantly on the
shutter position. The substrate table (not shown in Fig. 1)
was positioned approximately 1 cm below the shutter.
The shutter was used during the initial phase of layer
deposition to protect the substrate before the plasma
parameters reached the required values. In case that the
deposition rate was high the shutter also enabled to
precisely determine the deposition time.
In order to minimize the effect of the RF power
source to the probe measurements we applied the
“combined” probe compensation method which uses
filters as well as an auxiliary electrode coupled to the
probe prior to the filters as described in [24], see Fig. 1.
The radius rp of the used cylindrical tungsten probe was

Fig. 2. The radial dependences of electron density (left panel) and of electron mean energy (right panel) in the
DC-powered single plasma jet system. Ti nozzle diameter 6 mm, pressure 20 Pa, argon flow 30 sccm.
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The evaluation of the electron mean energy from the
integral of the EEDF (instead of estimating the “electron
temperature” from the slope of the probe characteristic)
was therefore well substantiated.
Time-resolved Langmuir probe measurements of
plasma parameters in a periodically pulsed DC plasma jet
discharge in argon are depicted in Fig. 3. The discharge
current during the active impulse was 5 amps, other
experimental conditions are given in the figure caption.
The probe was positioned at the nozzle axis. In order to
be able to reliably switch-on the discharge the “starting”
RF power of about 30W was applied continuously. That
RF power created “background” plasma in the idle part of
the period due to the capacitive asymmetric RF discharge
between the RF powered nozzle and the grounded reactor
vessel. That was an RF discharge of the so-called �-type;
i.e. most of charged particles were created in the plasma
volume. The parameters of this “background” plasma for
h=20 mm were ne � 1016 m-3, Te � 6-7 eV. This
comparatively high electron temperature was probably
due to the large negative RF bias on the nozzle electrode.
This negative DC bias amounted to approximately -80 V
at the peak-to-peak RF voltage roughly 330V, see Fig. 4.
In this “background” plasma the pulsed DC hollow
cathode discharge was ignited inside the nozzle at the
beginning of the active part of the period.
In Fig. 3 we see the comparatively sharp edges of
the discharge current and the characteristic “double-peak”
shape of the temporal dependence of the electron density
in the active pulse. Qualitative explanation of this
structure is as follows: immediately after application of
the voltage the “background” plasma is enhanced while
the hollow cathode discharge does not yet burn inside the
nozzle. When the hollow cathode discharge starts,
matching conditions change and the background RF
discharge extinguishes (the RF-formed bias ceases). The
intense plasma inside the hollow cathode is then blown

the speed of sound.
In Fig. 2 we give the results of spatially-resolved
probe measurements in the DC plasma jet in argon in
continuous regime. The diameter of the Ti nozzle was
6 mm, chamber pressure 20 Pa, argon mass flow rate
30 sccm, other experimental conditions are indicated in
the figure. Measurements were performed at two different
distances of the probe downstream of the nozzle end:
h=15 mm and h=40 mm. We see three interesting
features: (i) the maximum of the electron density does not
correspond to the system axis; (ii) mean electron energy
is higher in the periphery of the plasma jet than at its axis
and (iii) the electron density decays rather slowly towards
the vessel walls. Feature (i) we attribute to the fact that
inside the hollow cathode most of the charged particles
are created close to the hollow cathode inner surface
[26], feature (ii) probably links to the formation of the
plasma jet by the gas flow as explained below in
discussion of the results gained in pulsed mode of
operation. Feature (iii) is probably coupled with the fact
that the discharge current is distributed across a large area
of the anode - the grounded vessel - and the radial electric
field is almost zero up to approximately 3 cm from the
axis and then even weakly retarding (a few tenths of volts
per cm). From the data, the reproducibility of the
experiment may be assessed: the radial dependences were
measured by changing the radial probe position in the
direction towards the axis at certain probe positions and
in the opposite direction at positions intermediate to the
former ones. The quality of the data enabled us also to
estimate the EEDF by the Druyvesteyn method described
above. At 20 Pa the collision-less conditions for the
validity of Druyvesteyn relation are namely fulfilled. The
EEDF featured the for argon characteristic “double
temperature” shape up to the radii around 10 mm from
the system axis, further from the axis (for radii greater
than approximately 20 mm) the EEDF was Maxwellian.

Fig. 3. The temporal dependences of electron density (left panel) and of electron temperature (right panel) in
the DC-powered single plasma jet system in pulsed regime in argon. Ti nozzle diameter 6mm, pressure
3.5 Pa, argon flow 110 sccm, h=20 mm. Repetition rate 575 Hz, duty cycle 0.175, active pulse length
270 �s. Discharge current during the active part of the period 5 A. The plasma parameters in the idle
part of the period correspond to the background RF plasma.
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out of the nozzle by the working gas flow. In addition to
the � processes on the hollow cathode surface inside the
hollow cathode the ionization proceeds by two further
mechanisms: by volume ionization due to “pendulum”
electrons that swing from one side of the hollow cathode
to the other and gain energy in the cathode fall, and by
photo-ionization due to intensive radiation inside the
hollow cathode. That qualitatively explains that the
“body” of the EEDF contains electrons created in the
hollow cathode that have a comparatively low
temperature, see Fig. 3. Since the plasma flow expands
into the volume with lower pressure its speed is likely to
be supersonic (see e.g. [5]) and forms a visible jet below
the nozzle. Such an idea is supported by the work [27].
The hydrodynamics of the flow confines the heavy
charged particles that in turn reduce the fast radial
diffusion of electrons. After switching off the discharge
voltage first the hollow cathode discharge extinguishes
and that is accompanied by the instantaneous decrease of
both the electron density and temperature. Then the RF
discharge takes over and creates low density plasma with
comparatively high electron temperature.

Fig. 5 The temporal dependences of electron density in
the DC-powered single plasma jet system in
pulsed regime in argon at two different distances
from the nozzle exit. The experimental conditions
are the same as that in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 gives information on the spatial variations of
the time dependence of the electron density in the pulse
mode operation of the plasma jet. The data is taken at the
same experimental conditions as that in Fig. 3, but at two
different distances from the nozzle output: 20mm and
40mm. It is evident that the characteristic “double peak”
structure remains during the active pulse also further
from the nozzle, which supports the qualitative
explanation given above. On the other hand the data
demonstrates that the RF “background” discharge is
localized near to the powered electrode; further from the
electrode the electron density rapidly decays. The active
DC discharge exhibits some decay of the electron density
downstream along the system axis as well, but just about
a factor 2 in comparison with about an order of
magnitude of the RF “background” discharge. That again
supports the idea given above that to the formation of the
plasma jet contributes the hydrodynamics of the
(probably supersonic) gas flow.
There is an apparent discrepancy between the
magnitude of the electron density measured in the
continuous DC (Fig. 2) and pulsed DC (Fig. 3) case. Such
behavior has already been observed before and reported
in [4]. In that paper the optical emission spectroscopy of
Ti spectral lines was performed and reported. It was
found that in the continuous DC case the Ti lines intensity
was approximately five times higher than in the pulsed
DC case. Since the ionization energy of Ti - 6.82 eV - is
much lower than that of Ar the presence of sputtered Ti
atoms should contribute to substantial increase of the
electron density. Further argument for higher electron
density in the continuous case yields the temperature of
the inside surface of the nozzle. Since the thermal
conductivity of Ti is comparatively low (0.2 Wcm-1K-1)
the inner surface of the Ti nozzle may have been heated
up to much higher temperature in the continuous DC case

Fig. 4 The temporal dependences of DC discharge
voltage and discharge current. The superimposed
CW RF voltage is also shown. The experimental
conditions are the same as that in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 indicates the temporal course of the voltage
applied on the nozzle with the discharge current that is
also indicated in Fig. 3. The time-averaged DC voltage is
also shown in yellow color together with the discharge
current in red color. We see that the DC voltage on the
nozzle electrode does not drop to zero in the pulse idle
state but reaches a value around -80 V. That is the
negative DC bias due to the applied RF voltage with the
peak-to-peak value around 330 V. We also see in Fig. 4
that the amplitude of the applied RF voltage drops down
to peak-to-peak value around 100 V during the active
phase of the DC pulse. That is due to improper matching
of the RF generator (the discharge impedance has
changed during the active pulse and there was the output
impedance of the DC power supply in parallel to that).
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In the pulsed DC hollow-cathode plasma jet, the
time evolution of plasma parameters was found to be
significantly affected near the turn-on and turn-off times
of the DC discharge by the background continuous RF
discharge. A “double-peak” shape of the temporal
dependence of the electron density was observed and an
explanation was suggested, that it is present due to the
changes of the matching conditions of the background RF
discharge.

compared to the pulsed one. Consequently, evaporation of
the inner nozzle surface followed by electron impact- or
photo-ionization that would further enhance the electron
density cannot be excluded in the continuous DC case.
4. Conclusions
We applied the Langmuir probe diagnostic method
to study the plasma parameters in the low-pressure
hollow-cathode plasma jet deposition system. We
measured the spatial distribution of the plasma
parameters in the DC plasma jet and their temporal
evolution in the pulsed DC plasma jet ignited over a
background continuous RF discharge.
In the DC hollow-cathode plasma jet, the electron
density decays rather slowly from the system axis to the
walls of the reactor, with the position of maximum shifted
from the axis. Mean electron energy is in contrary higher
in the peripheral region than near the axis. The possible
explanation of these effects is attributed to the geometry
of the discharge and its hydrodynamic properties.
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